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When this is all over I think even you would concede that it took some extra courage for 

me to come out here and spend the morning under this bush watching you and preparing what I 

am preparing to do, with a weapon no less. After all, we Manstream men have never been 

courageous when it’s called for. The proto-Owen Manstream himself, a British soldier, reputedly 

begged—on account of extreme seasickeness—to be thrown overboard while going up the Saint 

Lawrence River in 1759. In 1763 he distinguished himself once again in combat when, upon sight 

of a single Kickapoo Indian near Fort Detroit, he wept, hugged the man around his ankles, and 

offered him a handbasket of berries.  

Owen Manstream finished out his days in a Pennsylvania boarding house, where (if one 

is to believe his estranged son’s journal accounts) he spent the time pacing the length of his room, 

wearing a woman’s bonnet. 

Yes, we Manstream men have too little hair and our headskin gets red too fast, 

predisposing us to timidity. And then there is my trilly laugh and slender frame. Perhaps this is 

also a Manstream inheritance. Grandma M. always quipped as such; she was mean like that but 

also always onto something, beady-minded. There are things that run deep in families, 

inexplicable things twisted up in blood and homes, and perhaps it’s no wonder my own 

grandfather married into a family cosmetics business designed to protect the body from the 

elements. Probably this lack of pluck is why you nixed the long-term with me. Is it? 

It’s been chilly parking beneath this bush and my butt feels as though it has something 

extra growing on it from all the cold sitting. You were late, so I had to content myself with nature, 

which, as you know, I have always found off-putting, though today it does look extremely fresh. 



 

The park is silky with soft blossoms. Creamy new turds abound. And then there are the little trees 

with their green pale worms, worms that writhe and leak. Worms worth watching. 

I brought breakfast together with my binoculars and weapon in a gunnysack. In 

GladWare, a fruit salad; in wax paper, a bagel, though parts of it have now stuck to the roof of my 

mouth. Idea: I shall make a small bagel rake for the upper palate. From where I sit, knees 

clicking from my crouch, I have an exceptionally close view of the tennis court, its damp red 

floor. My bagel rake will get sold at bakeries, something you can use to scrape the wet cling from 

your mouth-roof. These are the things you think about during a long morning’s wait beneath a 

bush, or perhaps it is a thicket, an Asian thicket of a kind. Either way, it’s good for dodging the 

maintenance crew, two big girls in Parks Board outfits, girls with split-endy braids and a big 

wibbly tummy each.  

You, on the other hand.  

I miss your hair and skin, the meaty tea you make. You stir in yeast—Vegemite is it?—

and add South African redbush leaves. I miss the way you say things, your expanded foreign 

vowels, and your deep eyes, those particular wells of encouragement and loss. Clapping my own 

eyes on you for the first time: you in your Friehls Cosmetics outfit, the white doctor’s coat, the 

badge of eagle wings flying on your lapel… what a pride-busting vision! When I saw you in that 

getup it was easy to believe that God existed, a good and ruddy God who got things done and 

gave out free samples. True, the outfit itself is a shortcut to medical authenticity and power, and 

who wouldn’t be attracted. But you are the real deal in that thing, you can cure any damn hair 

issue or scalp peel, and my store was blessed to have you selling its Olympian-endorsed Chap 

Stick.  

I can see you so well from here. As you thwock the tennis ball, don’t think I don’t notice 

your tennis partner. I think it is ridiculous to date Polish people, but far be it from me to et cetera. 

It’s your serve and I will absolutely part the leaves further to take the full, extended liberty of 

admiring you. Your superb calves. Your fat, flat, madly gleaming pits.  



 

Julie Plashton Howe, did we not have the following experiences? Did we not have 

innumerable laughs about, for example, Shania Twain’s extraordinary pantsuits on the television, 

your friend who says pronounces Pilates “pilots,” the time we overslept for the Dalai Lama when 

he came to town to talk in this very park? Did we not nearly get caught in a tornado, accidentally 

engage an aggressive snapping turtle in a Long Island swamp, frequently taste multiple ice cream 

flavors at Haagen-Dazs without buying either cup or cone? And didn’t you reap the benefits when 

I: replaced the shower head and tweaked the nozzle so that you could have the option of a more 

pointy or a more chunky, well-rounded stream; used lead detector test strips on the plastic 

Venetian blinds, thereby saving both of us from trading daylight and privacy for mental 

retardation; bought you a Swatch watch. Have you completely forgotten the way: you enjoyed 

digging the daily lint from my Fruit of the Loom belly button; we would feed each other on 

Sunday mornings—whole jars of white asparagus, spears soft and slidy like mummy’s fingers? 

Julie: the walk we once took after a long thrashing rain. There was such a wet, private air. 

The smell of hot stones after a storm. We fell around each other like weather. We each agreed we 

were equally in love, and you said the best love was the kind where there was no space between 

people, just a zoomed-in suckered cling. You claimed space was for parking lots. You said, “In a 

way all I ever wanted was for someone to stalk me—gently of course—but a little stalking is a 

lovely thing, a thing of love.” 

If all of the above—the comical, the dramatic, the practical/day-to-day, the poignant 

experiences appreciated mutually—then why our sorry disentanglement? It is still quite 

rampantly impossible for me to believe you would want to split up. The way you vaulted the 

words into the air, the big announcement, as solid and surprising and sturdy and wrong as if a 

moose had suddenly appeared in the street. Later, I tried to reason with you. After those terrible 

minutes, that packing of your things, and et cetera. I followed you and gave you those spiky 

purple flowers that you like. Every week I left their little golf ball heads on your new sill. And 



 

other treats, such as macaroons from Whole Foods. I would have continued to buy you your 

favorite flora and foodstuffs until the day you die if you had only let me. I’d have continued the 

stalk-Lite strategy of your dreams if you’d have just given a crouton of encouragement instead of 

jettisoning my coconut-based overtures. I’d have charmed you with my sweeter plots, but you had 

to get peppery about it, clipped and snitty on the phone, enumerating the affronts to your person. 

Even though, truly Julie, you’re not the only one with mixed emotions, as I said before.  

So one goes a little deeper, a little darker, a little more muscular because maybe that’s 

what you really want, heavy pursuit from a man predisposed to timidity. Can do. I have mapped 

your maneuvers, Googled your ex-boyfriends, phoned your voicemail and retrieved your 

messages. I have breathed your expended breath just a breath after you have breathed it. I have 

done what I can to assure you that I am here and a force with which to be reckoned.  

 A twisty, green worm comes awfully close to my ear. His bendy body makes a smile 

shape and I fancy he knows what’s coming next, what will fully validate my time spent beneath 

this bush, but you don’t, you can’t guess. Instead you laugh and fling yourself around, twirling 

your racket in saucy back-scratch maneuvers, as if you don’t have a care in the world. You know, 

you’re not the only ship adrift on this ocean. But you behave as though you are, as though you 

can take up all the space you want and mow down whatever vessel interrupts your path to the 

Baltic Sea. Or wherever it is you plan on going next, you heartless little tanker.  

Your soft sunblocked skin twinks in the hard light. 

Thwock thwock.  

Come to the base line. Get away from the net. 

Yes, Julie. Like that. Now your calf is close. I raise my weapon and I am not sorry, 

already I’m not, though God knows it took some conscience-wrestling to come to this, not to 

mention tremendous training and practice for accuracy. It will proceed as follows: There will be 

disbelief as you feel the terrible heat and sting, but what can you really do, for who will ever 

believe that your ex-boyfriend, who runs a clean-edged and soothing family business, who does 



 

yoga, who makes banana bread, and who has never even had a traffic violation, would wound you 

so ridiculously with a weapon purchased from a Chinese online toy store, with a blowdart tipped 

with Tabasco shot from a bush—your ex-boss! —and then slip away while you hop around with 

a burn and a shock, while your own cold blood stains the court.  

But you, my terrible Julie-Love, will know beyond the shadow of etcetera that you 

deserve to be reminded of yourself, of your own ruinous ways. And long after the pain and the 

healing, when you look at the little dot scar, you will say: Owen Manstream VI. He was furious.  

 


